34
to propose alternative approaches, specifically designed for presence-background models.
106
They proposed the use of F pb , a proxy of an F-measure ("the weighted harmonic average of 107 precision and recall", Li & Guo (2013) performance with virtual species (e.g., Qiao et al., 2015) . With this first case we can analyse 161 the sensitivity of discrimination metrics to species prevalence only.
162
The unexpected dependence of TSS on prevalence 163 Previous studies have already shown that common discrimination metrics such as Kappa and 164 AUC are influenced by species prevalence (e.g., Lobo et al. 2008 Lobo et al. , 2010 . However, TSS has 165 been widely advocated as a suitable discrimination metric that is independent of prevalence 166 (Allouche et al. 2006 ). Here we demonstrate with simple examples that TSS is itself also 167 dependent on species prevalence. When species prevalence is very low (and so is sample 168 prevalence), we expect the number of True Negatives (Table 1) to be disproportionately high.
169
In these cases, specificity will tend towards one, and TSS values will be approximately equal 170 to sensitivity (Table 2) . As a result, TSS values can be high even for models that strongly 171 overpredict distributions. Figure 1 represents graphically some examples of how 172 overprediction and underprediction play into TSS performance. For example, Fig. 1a shows a 173 model that strongly overpredicts the distribution, producing 300% more False Positives than True Positives, and yet TSS is close to 1 (Fig. 1a, TSS=0 .97). Such a high value can in turn be 175 produced by a model which correctly predicts the true distribution with few overpredictions 176 ( Fig. 1b , TSS = 1.00). In addition, the over-predicting model (Fig. 1a) will also have higher
177
TSS values compared to a model that only missed 15% of presences (Fig. 1c, TSS=0.85) .
178
Furthermore, for identically-performing models, if sample prevalence decreases (from 0.25 to 179 0.01), then the proportion of True Negatives is increased, and consequently TSS values 180 increased from 0.60 to 0.70 ( Fig. 1d-f ). Consequently, TSS values can be artificially increased 181 by decreasing sample prevalence. As an unexpected consequence, for two species with 182 different AOO in the study area (thus different sample prevalence), the species with the 183 smaller distribution will be considered better predicted than the one with a larger distribution 184 ( Fig. 1d-f ).
185
To summarise, TSS values can be misleading in situations where the number of True 186 Negatives is high by (i) not penalising overprediction and (ii) assigning higher values to 187 species with smaller prevalence for identical discrimination accuracy. These flaws can be 188 strongly problematic for ecologists, and during SDM performance evaluation it is generally 189 preferable to assume that overprediction should be equivalent to underprediction (e.g.,
190
Lawson et al., 2014). Therefore, we conclude that TSS is prone to similar shortcomings as 191 AUC and Kappa when it comes to its dependence on sample prevalence and AOO.
192
Similarity metrics as an alternative 193 To avoid these shortcomings, we propose to focus the evaluation metrics on three components 194 of the confusion matrix (Table 1) discriminated between highly over-predicting and well performing models (Fig. 1a-c) . In 213 addition, when species prevalence was artificially increased for identical models, both indices 214 remained identical ( Fig. 1d-f ).
215
Because the specific objectives of SDM studies can be very different (e.g., invasion 216 monitoring versus habitat identification for threatened species), in a particular context we may 217 be more interested to assess whether predictions tend to over-or underestimate observations.
218
Such additional information can be obtained with similarity metrics by partitioning them into 219 two components: overprediction rate and unpredicted presence rate ( predicted range that is shifted in space with respect to the real one; the second and third cases 232 address situations where the predicted range is, respectively, smaller or larger than the real 233 one. For each model, we predicted the distribution range of theoretical species with different 234 prevalence (from 0.01 to 0.60 with a step of 0.01) over an area of 100 000 pixels. Then, for 235 each species, we randomly sampled 500 presences in the total area and a number of absences 236 verifying the condition that the sample prevalence is equal to species prevalence. We repeated 237 this procedure five times. For each repetition, we calculated the True Skill Statistic and the 238 Sørensen index (R scripts available at https://github.com/Farewe/SDMMetrics).
239
Our results ( Figure 2) showed that TSS values decreased with prevalence for cases that 240 overpredicted species distributions, but not for cases that only underpredicted distributions 241 (Figure 2a ). This result confirms our expectation that TSS does not penalise overprediction at 242 low prevalence. Sørensen values, on the other hand, remained similar regardless of species 243 prevalence (Figure 2b) . These results confirm that in the ideal situation where species 244 prevalence = sample prevalence, the Sørensen index of similarity is a more appropriate metric 245 of model discrimination capacity. When sample prevalence is different from species prevalence, the ratio of sampled absences 248 over sampled presences is different from the ratio of true presences over true absences. For 249 example, if too many absences are sampled (sample prevalence lower than species 250 prevalence), then the numbers of False Positives and True Negatives will be too large 251 compared to True Negatives and False Positives. The major consequence of this mismatch is 252 that any metric comparing sampled presences and absences will not reflect true model 253 performance, unless it contains a correction factor for the mismatch between sample and 254 species prevalence. Note, however, that metrics focusing only on sampled presences (omitting 255 sampled absences) will not be affected by this bias (for example, sensitivity or rate of 256 unpredicted presences will not be affected). We illustrate in Appendix A how the 257 aforementioned metrics are biased by prevalence in this situation: the lower the prevalence, 258 the higher the metric. We further show that an appropriate estimation can only be obtained 259 when an accurate estimation of species prevalence is available, which is generally not the case In presence-pseudoabsence schemes, sample prevalence is highly unlikely to be equal to 264 species prevalence, thus the previous bias also applies in this situation. Furthermore, an 265 additional bias is added by the fact that pseudo-absence points may be actual presence points.
266
This bias will further impact the estimation of False Positive by generating "False False
267
Positives" (FFP), i.e. predicted presences corresponding to actual presences but sampled as 268 pseudo-absences. We illustrate with simulation how this bias increases the dependence on 269 prevalence of existing metrics in Appendix B, including the prevalence-calibrated F cpb metric 270 specifically designed for presence-background (Li & Guo 2013) . We also illustrate that a 271 mathematical correction could be applied but requires ideal conditions unlikely to be obtained 272 (perfectly random samplings of presences and pseudoabsences; multiple repetitions; accurate 273 estimation of species prevalence) (see section Estimations of species prevalence).
274

ESTIMATIONS OF SPECIES PREVALENCE
275
The only way to correct discrimination metrics in cases where sample prevalence is different 276 from species prevalence requires an estimate of species prevalence. In presence-absences 277 schemes, species prevalence is usually estimated from the sample of presences and absences -278 however we assumed here that in many situations this estimate may be biased. Besides, in 279 presence-pseudoabsence schemes this estimation is not available. An alternative approach 280 consists in estimating species prevalence from the modelled species distribution (e.g., Li and 281 Guo, 2013; Liu et al., 2013) . Li and Guo (2013) 
